
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Tips for improving your video call experience 

 

General tips  

Give yourself a few extra minutes before the call to set up and become familiar with the interface. If 
possible, log onto the call a couple of minutes early, especially if you are unfamiliar with Attend 
Anywhere. Once the call has started, check to see if the other participants can hear and see each 
other. A good way to do this is for everyone to introduce themselves.  

Other participants in the video call can see you. Act like you would if they were in the room with you.  

Depending on your internet connection, there can be a slight delay between someone speaking and 
you receiving their video and audio. This can result in two people talking at the same time. To 
improve communication, consider adding a slight pause after you speak. 

 

Video tips  

Choose the right camera angle  

Getting the right camera angle on your video call can be tricky, because you want to maintain eye 
contact with the other participants, even though you’re all looking at a screen.  

If you’re using a laptop, it’s recommended to keep the built-in camera at eye-level, or set up an 
external web camera just above your screen. Avoid getting too close to the camera or tilting the 
camera too high or low, otherwise you’ll end up filling the screen with your chin or forehead.  

Ensure that you, and anyone else in the room with you, are within view of the camera. Try and keep 
the camera centred on the person talking.  

Finally, look at the camera, not at yourself. 

 

Face a window to improve video call lighting  

Depending on the time of day, you may be able to use the light coming in through your window, or 
you might need to set up additional lights. However, normal room lighting is typically sufficient.  

When in a video call, you will want the light to come from in front of you, behind your screen, to light 
up your face. Insufficient lighting will make your video look grainy, while too much lighting can 
result in an overexposed image that makes it hard to see your face. Avoid sitting with your back to a 
window, and turn off harsh overhead lights that cast shadows. Side-lighting also works well. 
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Audio tips  

Good audio is crucial  

One of the best ways to improve video call sound quality is to wear a headset or earphones with a 
built-in microphone. Wearing a headset keeps your voice from echoing. To further reduce 
distractions, you can mute your microphone when you aren’t speaking.  

Your computer, laptop, or smartphone may have a built-in microphone, but it doesn’t cancel out 
background noise so ensure you use a noise cancelling headset to suppress any background noise for 
clear and effective video calls 

 


